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Designing is a process of making decisions which fix the configuration of a product or process.
Design decisions are not, however, independent of each other. Rather, they are coupled as a consequence
of physical interactions among components and because of the absence of a close correspondence between
functions and single components. Although physical modeling is commonly employed in engineering to
predict product performance, physical characteristics can also be used to direct the generation of design
alternatives and to facilitate the understanding of fundamental design tradeoffs.

Various means for generating valid configurations of components, including grammatical
generation and other transformational mechanisms, generally reflect only some of the required physical
characteristics of a product. Furthermore, they produce valid configurations without distinguishing
preferable configurations. We employ physical principles to select valid configurations which are
preferable as a consequence of the physical characteristics of the product. In the simple domain of
mechanical transmissions, for example, we select transformations which allocate reductions or which
result in common power paths or structures to reduce component count and to achieve compactness.

The relations between component form and behavior are a direct consequence of fundamental
physics. These relations are well known in many cases, however, in many others the component level
form-behavior relations are not known a priori and depend on the context in which the component is used.
The relationship between motor torque and weight, for example, depends on other design constraints. By
first combining and then abstracting, for example, the fundamental magnetic, electrical and mechanical
principles involved in electric motors it is possible for the designer to come to understand and utilize the
implications of physical principles on the component level behavior when designing systems comprised of
such components.

Unfortunately, device behavior cannot be obtained simply by aggregating the behaviors of the
constituent components and full simulation is intractable and hard to use in a design scenario. Fortunately,
in most useful mechanical devices, kinematic constraints eliminate many degrees of freedom and eliminate
the need to consider some physical phenomena, for example, rotational motion. We have developed a
modular physical modeling framework in which pre-defined components can be assembled to
automatically formulate a dynamic model of a device. We have also developed a suite of mathematically
sound reasoning techniques which make it possible to eliminate irrelevant physical relations and to
explicate dominant device level characteristics.

These approaches, combined with a variety of mathematical constraint reasoning and constraint
dominance techniques analogous to typical engineering design reasoning, greatly mitigate the complexity
inherent in mechanical design and facilitate the focused generation and reticulation of mechanical designs.
More complete descriptions of these approaches can be found in the publications listed below.
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